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ACME® DELUXE PHOEBE® TROUT AND PANFISH KIT 
A POWERFUL TOOL FOR ULTRALIGHT ANGLERS 

 
The Phoebe® spoon from Acme® Tackle Co. is one of the worldʼs most unique and effective metal lures for 
trout and panfish, thanks to a hydrodynamic curved body that creates the illusion of a fat, full-bodied 
baitfish and delivers a wild swimming action on the troll or retrieve.   

Now Acme has packaged a powerful six-pack of 1/8-oz. Phoebes together to help anglers nail trophy trout 
and panfish, even in tough conditions or on heavily pressured waters.  With a Deluxe Phoebe Kit (#KT-30) 
in his tackle box, the serious ultralight freshwater angler will be ready for action in lakes, streams and 
ponds from coast to coast. 

These Phoebe spoons feature some of Acmeʼs most effective and popular colors for inspiring rainbows, 
browns, cutthroats and brookies to strike aggressively.  Acmeʼs Rainbow Trout and Brown Trout pattern 
Phoebes imitate trout fry and are often too much for predatory (and cannibalistic) trophy trout to resist.   
Acmeʼs Frog pattern Phoebe is a proven trout producer in every body of water.  This kit also contains 
Phoebe spoons in Fire Tiger, Chartreuse/Orange and Candy — high-visibility colors that attract attention 
and spur aggressive bites even in low light conditions, cloudy or stained waters.   

In addition to fooling wary trout, these small Phoebe spoons are ideal for tackling large bluegill, redears, 
crappie and other panfish that feed on minnows, frogs and trout fry. 

Each one of these deadly spoons is built with the quality, features and attention to detail that have made 
Acme a world leader in metal fishing lures for more than 60 years.  Phoebeʼs lifelike fins and deep-cut 
scales add a sense of realism and are the perfect match for Acmeʼs realistic and durable baked-on 
enamel finishes.  Stainless steel split rings and ultra-sharp treble hooks ensure solid hookups that stay 
put, even when trophy trout dog it deep or take to the air for an acrobatic display.   

For more information about the Acme Deluxe Phoebe Kit — or to learn about how to catch more fish in 
fresh or saltwater with Acmeʼs full line of proven metal fishing lures — contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 
Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907 • Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: 
www.acmetackle.com. 
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